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Falling in Silence – Rising in Love

OSHO® INSTITUTE FOR CELEBRATING THE NEW WOMAN
Presents

CELEBRATING THE NEW WOMAN: BEYOND THE GODDESS
A GORGEOUS GODDESS GATHERING

A 21 DAYS MEDITATION - HEALING- CELEBRATION AND CHILLING RETREAT
with Ambu
In Luxurious Mas La Pau Country House and Spa
Camín Falconetes, 4, 03729 Llíber, Alicante, Spain
https://www.maslapau.com

7 - 27 July, 2020
You can take this Training and Healing journey for personal and professional purposes and upon completion of the full 21 days
you will receive a certificate from:
The Osho®Institute for Celebrating the New Woman.

3 Consecutive Healing Courses:
A training for women only to learn how to move beyond being a woman into the celebration of
being a new woman according to Osho’s vision and ultimately just into being.
You will learn how to create a woman’s spiraling circle for healing, meditation and celebration.
A woman’s circle is a sacred and playful space where women can empower each other
to flower in their uniqueness and encourage the birth of the new woman.
You will also learn how to offer a woman to woman open session related specifically to
women’s issues.
We support you to bring forward your feminine gifts and create your
own unique way of guiding a woman’s workplay (workshop)

Course fees: €777 per week
(Food and accomodation costs are additional)
Mas la pau

Module 1 - THE RETURN OF THE GODDESS: 7 – 13 July, 2020
Fee:€777
The time for love is in our hands, let’s celebrate now:
The Return of the Goddess is a journey from attachment to love.
Would you like to:
-love and be loved?
-receive and surrender?
-love and be free?
Are you ready to feel, understand and let-go of “The need to be needed?”
We invite you to be part of our School of Goddesses taking a journey back to yourself
come to -dissolve the imprints of the past -discover your inner source of energy dissolve in your essence: orgasmic, creative, mystique. -awaken your potentials contribute to the creation of a more conscious era -and “just” honor what you already
are: a loving, powerful, fun goddess a unique, simple wonderful flower…
This 7 day module includes:
•
•
•
•

Woman - Moon: Receptivity - Love
Woman - Sun: Creativity – Meditation
Woman - Ocean: Integration - Light
Woman- Seed: Wisdom- Gratitude- Let go

Woman – Moon : Receptivity – Love
An opportunity to re-discover the female energy, in its most complete an conscious
expression.
A space where woman come together to feel, heal and understand the psychological
energetic and collective wounds of the conditioned unconscious female mind.
Healing the space of receptivity. Rediscovering the female essence. Relaxing in the
beauty of being a woman and using this gift to rise in love.
“Love has made people fall and love has made people rise high. It all depends on what
you have done with love.”
-Osho
“The woman attains to meditation through love. She has known meditation through
love. She is saturated with love. For her the name for meditation is love, prayer.”
-Osho

Woman – Sun : Creativity – Meditation

Moving according to Osho’s vision for a new women's liberation we invite you to look
deeper into the unconscious female mind of the “need to be needed “
We can enter consciously and with courage into the space of loneliness by daring to
feel the wounds of abandonment and facing the fear of death we may come out of the
tunnel into the light, dignity, strength and freedom of aloneness.
A great energy is released into an explosion of creativity, independence,
resolution, assertiveness, clarity and light.
The woman-sun shines in all her splendor.
“A journey to our inner being is a journey to absolute aloneness. You cannot take
anyone with you, you cannot share your center with anyone, not even with your lover.”
-Osho
“Celebrate your aloneness, celebrate your pure space and a great melody will come out
of your heart. It will be a melody of consciousness, of meditation.”
-Osho
Woman – Ocean : Integration – Light

You will have the opportunity to learn how to explore and bring balance to the male
and female energies in order to find an integration and space beyond both and just
relax into being. By understanding that being a woman is the gift we can surrender and
relax in the strength of receptivity, vulnerability and devotion (space of love).

By entering aloneness (space of meditation), we can find the strength of silence. In the
melting of Sun and Moon energies, alone and in love in the silence of the ocean, the
woman also disappears.
No woman – no moon - No woman – no sun - the ocean
“My whole life has been devoted to only one simple program, how to bring love and
meditation together because only through that meeting a new humanity is possible and
only in the meeting of love and meditation the duality of man and woman the inequality
of man and woman disappears”
-Osho

“This is your nature, you can not do anything about it. As soon as you go inside yourself
all connections with the outer world break, all the bridges, in fact, everybody
disappears”
-Osho

Woman – Seed : Wisdom – Completion/ Contentment

The woman seed represents wisdom, the archetype of the crone/
the "abuela",the grandmother- the medicine woman witch in many
cultures is well respected.
We will clear the common belief that when we women enter
menopause, even more as we grow older...well we are finished, this
is it! biology has done its work, and now" we are of no use...
Some of us may feel that being out of the romantic dream game is a
curse and some may feel it as a blessing,It all depends how far we
have been able to clear the conditioned female mind or allow biology
to run the show.
And If we have been able to come out of what Osho calls woman's
number one obstacle to freedom: " the need to be needed"

We can support each other to recognize that being a mature or older
woman in fact means freedom from biology.
It means tapping into a great reservoir of energy, freed from biology and the romantic dream...
now ready to be invested in creativity, meditation, celebration, expansion, sharing and so much
more!
The school of life has taught us a tremendous lesson!
It is a time when women can dedicate more energy to inner exploration and meditation
since the family and work demands have been accomplished.
In fact it is a gift in disguise which older age offers.
We invite you to tap into this inner source of energy and True Feminine Power. We will support
you with some simple devices, breathing work, trances, meditation, psychodrama and a lot of
dancing & celebration..
And you do not have to necessarily be a mature or older woman in order to participate in this
exploration.
Being a wise woman doesn't depend on age and yes you can prepare for this transition passage
in a wise way.
And if you are already of age of course it will not only facilitate the passage, it will open a new
perspective about this transition time.
And if you are still at the maiden stage, a young woman then it will relax you about growing older,
it will take away the fear of old age...

We all will learn from each other how to grow older with grace...with dignity
Furthermore we will reconnect again to this inner wisdom, honoring the "abuela"- the cronelike it has been done down the ages in so many ancient wise cultures...and still in some now...
where the wise woman has been the guide and inspiration... the refuge and the medicine
woman...
We will be part of this revival, which is happening now in so many women's circles around the
world! Jai to the Goddess!
And since medicine starts at home we will give you some health, diet and body oriented tips to
practice in your day to day life to allow the body to get stronger and in balance, nurtured by the
healthy surroundings, the hills, the sea, the sun... the fun spirit of Spain!
We will do some Tao practices and of course we will benefit every day from Osho's medicine
meditations, And as a cherry on the cake, we will practice the "Talking to the Body Meditation." A
meditative Therapy created by Osho who's full name is:
"Reminding yourself of the Forgotten Language of Talking to the Body and the Mind"
And to complete this exploration of the Woman- Seed, will have a night session with a let go
trance and a Ritual Celebration of the Crone Archetype.
So you can go back home feeling empowered and honoring all the stages of life with dignity and
joy, the joy of let-go.The Tao Way. The Way of Water.
Amen!

Module 2- TANTRA HEALING FOR WOMEN 14 – 20 july, 2020
Fee:€777
The Secret of Femenine Being
"And if you can find the key to open the door of the Mystic Female,
you have opened the door of existence. Everybody has to enter
that door non tense, balanced, satisfied, content that is the Secret
of Feminine Being"
-Osho
We will be practicing tantra meditations from the Book of Secrets to
expand our consciousnesses and sensitivity. We will also use other
meditations and techniques like Resources Ritual, Fire breathing,
Chakra opening, Heart resonance and Senses Ritual, Osho Golden
Light meditation to support and enhance the natural meeting that
happens when our inner men and inner woman merge inside and
create an inner circle of light and love, a Tao circle.
This inner completion and contentment will have a resonance then,
in the way we relate to the outer man, so we can move into the love
play from space of abundance and luxury instead of a space of need and dependence...
We will understand from an inner experience that joy and ecstasy happens always in the inner
even when we meet a beloved in the outer world.
We then become free as woman to consciously choose who we wish to share our energy with, in
gratitude and grace, at peace, because the old dilemma of choosing between the need for
intimacy and love and the need for freedom and aloneness melt into what Osho calls: " The
freedom of love", thanks to meditation and therapy as a door to meditation.
And first in this Tantra Journey for Woman we will be healing the body, the heart, the womb and
addressing the intimacy issues, so we can be more receptive, open, vulnerable, more centered
and grounded in the body.
We will go deeper, addressing "men issues" clearing mother & farther imprints, predators imprints
diving more in thru meditation so we can clear the myth, the main conditioning of women's need to

be wanted and needed, as Osho puts it so clearly being our main obstacle to as woman on the
spiritual path, the obstacle to our freedom...
The aim is then to find freedom in love and relish in the power of aloneness from where true love
happens, true intimacy and deep relaxation. Therefore also health and well being, creativity as our
vital energy is transformed and has so many more outlets for expression other then relating..
When we women break the spell of "the need to be needed , life becomes a blissful, ecstatic
joyous love affair, a celebration.This is true woman's power, true women's liberation, based on
meditation and celebration, Osho calls it the new woman/ the new men/ the new humanity.
That is why we are calling this retreat: Celebrating the New Woman: Beyond the Goddess...
amen!
We will address another main obstacle to women's freedom: the fact that we have become what
Osho calls: " Second rate men" Second hand men" or in Jungian terms is known as:"Animas
posses woman", meaning we have compromised our femenine values, we behave like men and
imitate the negative male principles in order to "survive" and find a place in a male dominated
world, therefore in this woman's healing journey we will be freeing the fear, the pain that prevents
us from being who we really are by nature: receptive, soft, tender, vulnerable, compassionate,
loving and powerful beyond measure within our inner and outer beauty, joy, splendor, playfulness
and simply divine deliciousness being!
" The woman, to be really a woman, has to be more and more feminine, has to touch the heights
of softness and vulnerability. "
-Osho
" ...The basic understanding is right that somehow men and women have to merge their energies
into one. Just one thing is missing, that miracle can only happen within you, it is not something
outside. It is something that as you become silent and peaceful and joyous, as you enter deeper
into meditative states, as your intelligence becomes more sharp, you will see: the other that you
have been searching for is within you.
And then there is no problem with the inner woman, with the inner man. Once you recognize them,
they start melting into each other without any effort on your part. Just your recognition is enough to
trigger the process of merger."
-Osho

Module 3- MYSTIC WOMAN SPIRALING CIRCLE 21 – 27 July, 2020
Fee:€777
Here you can learn the basic subjects and the foundation work of
a woman’s course.
The healing practices and clearing devices to address woman’s
beliefs systems and
limitations and the knack of guiding the energy to the essential
core. Also in order to explore the qualities of the male and female
energies and the integration of both, we will use the metaphors of:
Woman-moon: receptivity-love
Woman-sun: creativity-meditation
Woman-ocean: integration –and beyond…
Each woman will have the opportunity to learn and practice how
to create and guide a circle where your role as a guide is more like
a midwife encouraging the birth of the (“goddess”) -the new
women- in each one. In this healing circle we learn how to use the
healing power of woman’s intrinsic nature, and bring forwards the
gifts that have being dormant, using them in a simple and playful
way.

We will also explore and use the archetypes of the
female psyche and move beyond, We bring the focus on
meditation and learn also some specific meditations for
women. In this training for women only you will learn how
to move beyond being a woman into the celebration of
being a new women according to Osho’s vision and
ultimately just into being.
You will learn how to create a woman’s circle for healing,
meditation and celebration. A woman’s circle is a sacred
and playful space where women can empower each
other to flower in their uniqueness and encourage the
birth of the new women. You will also learn how to offer a
women to women open session related specifically to
women’s issues.

We support you to bring forwards your feminine gifts and
create your own unique way of guiding a woman’s
workplay (workshop). You will have the opportunity to
learn how to explore and bring balance to the male and female energies in order to find an
integration and space beyond both and justrelax into being.
We offer u and offer ourselves in this 21 days retreat a time to enjoy in the beautiful
nature and energy of Spain, nurture the body, open the heart, reconnect to our essential
qualities and connect with woman from all over the world, in meditation and
celebration and be transformed from a girl into a woman from a woman into a flower

“BE COURAGEOUS ENOUGH TO GROW INTO
THE FLOWER YOU ARE MEANT TO BE” – Osho
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